What You Need To Know
“Killing our pets?? But I thought vaccinations were to protect our animals and
keep serious diseases from possibly taking
their lives. I don’t get it.”

We

all think of vaccinations as being disease
fighters. And they are. You give your cat a distemper shot and that cat most likely won’t get
distemper. But I want to show you in this book
how many believe that vaccinations can also be
disease inviters, triggering the appearance of all
sorts of maladies, from allergies to cancer.
Many owners of dogs and cats, if not most,
simply aren’t aware of the possible dangers inherent in immunizations. Those “annual booster
shots” that seem so taken for granted have got to
be questioned, in light of what is now known.
The laws of localities that mandate too frequent,
sometimes annual rabies shots have got to be
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Stop The Shots

abolished. We’re simply giving too many shots
too often for too many diseases (quite a few of
which your pet has practically zero chance of
getting).
If you care about your dog or your cat, you
simply can’t ignore the multitude of threats that
vaccines could possibly pose to each and every
one of them. You can’t wait until it’s too late.
You can’t say “I’ll cross that bridge when I come
to it.” More vaccines are being injected into our
pets today than ever before in our history. While
it’s true that rabies and some other diseases
have been virtually eliminated in our pet population, our animals are coming down with more
allergies than ever before, more stress, and most
notably: more cancer than they were getting
even a few years ago! One recent study shows
that in the state of New York the cancer rate
among dogs has increased 150% in the last four
years. This, while our air and water are actually
improving.
Why?
If you don’t know the specific dangers
being claimed, it’s time you educated yourself.
That’s what this book is about. I’ll explain what
vaccines are and how they work. I’ll show you
what leading immunology experts are recommending – that you can cut down on the frequency of shots and still protect your pet. I will
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show you how to determine what inoculations
are completely unnecessary for your particular
dog or cat. I’ll explain how, according to much
current thinking, vaccines lower the immune
system, leaving your pet vulnerable to serious –
sometimes fatal – diseases. I’ll give you the facts.
I’ll relate the findings of leading veterinarians,
experts, and the results of pertinent surveys. I’ll
tell you why many breeders have abandoned
vaccinations completely.
I’m not going
to tell you to never
SHOT
again vaccinate your
SNAPSHOT
pet (although a good
many are choosing
that route nowaPets that undergo
days). On the other
chemotherapy are
hand, I’m not going
typically forbidden to
receive ANY shots for
to tell you, as many
the rest of their lives.
believe, that vacci(Our dog Sparky, a
nations are the best
cancer survivor, has not
had a single vaccination
way to go. But I
in SIX YEARS.)
hope to lay out the
pros and cons so
that you can make up your own mind as to what
path you will follow.
It’s my intention that after reading this
book you’ll be able to make more informed, intelligent decisions about which vaccinations to

